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unusual cause of tooth mobility

We describe a case of a 71-year-old otherwise healthy man who presented to the dental clinic with the chief complaint of mobility involving his upper left molar teeth. The patient was a febrile, and...

...crosstalk with keratinocytes causes gnaq oncogene specificity in melanoma

Urtatiz and colleagues propose that gain-of-function mutations affecting the G-α-q signaling pathway are not tolerated in melanocytes residing in the interfollicular epidermis because of paracrine...

...comparative transcriptomic analysis reveals translationally relevant processes in mouse models of malaria

part 5: adult basic life support

what do you think? encouraging high-vis gear

Can't miss this guy. (Photo by J. Maus/BikePortland) Publisher's note: “What do you think?” is a new series we're trying out where we gauge your opinion and ask for feedback on a specific topic. Think...

...united states bankruptcy court - advanta corp.

repairing transposition of the great arteries: history of the challenge

vol. 4, no. 3, jan., 1940

public disclosure of performance data learning from an experience

The "learning and" represents for long period between the fact and know-based in HEDIS and the most recently published issue of a journal. Moving walls are generally represented in print. In rare

...entries for editorials, news, features, observations, analysis, research, clinical review, practice, research methods, and views and reviews are indicated by the use

...also, if any transaction results in making profits to an agent without the approval of the So, the firm and the partners are agents of each other ( Hurst v Bryk and Others , [2000]). The partners

...net profit margin – this ratio analyses the earnings of the with internal control software and additional fees related to consulting fees (Dah, Frye & Hurst, 2014). These expenses reduced the

...today's print edition of the venerable Wall Street Journal features a story on Tim and Sue Butler's Southeast Portland condo. The Butler's are both serious cyclists, with Sue's name gracing these

...pediatric and palliative care in adults with heart disease

Background Palliative sedation for existential suffering (PS-ES) is a controversial clinical intervention. Empirical studies about physicians' perceptions do not converge in a clear position and...

...telemedicine, the current covid-19 pandemic and the future: a narrative review and perspectives moving forward in the usa

Correspondence to Dr Francesca Rusalen, Woman’s and Child’s Department, Pediatric Pain and Palliative Care Service, University of Padua, Padova 35100, Italy; francesca.rusalen{at}aopd.veneto.it

...variant type and position predict two distinct limb phenotypes in patients with gli3-mediated polydactyly syndromes


...ethical rounds: affecting ethics quality at all organisational levels

Also, if any transaction results in making profits to an agent without the approval of the So, the firm and the partners are agents of each other ( Hurst v Bryk and Others , [2000]). The partners

...coping with heart failure in adult congenital heart disease: does it work?

To understand similarities and disparities of heart failure pathophysiology between adult congenital heart disease as compared with acquired heart disease. To be aware of the available evidence to

...personality measurement and assessment in large panel surveys*

Personality tests are being added to large panel studies with increasing regularity, such as the Health and Retirement Study (HRS). To facilitate the inclusion and interpretation of these tests, we

...registration of health and medical research is an effective way of improving the transparency and credibility of evidence. Registration involves pre-specifying the research objectives, design, methods...

...professor pieter kok

My research is in theoretical optical quantum information processing. I am interested in physical architectures and applications for optical quantum devices: How can we use quantum light for practical...

...copd, airflow limitation and chronic bronchitis in farmers: a systematic review and meta-analysis

Ethics rounds: affecting ethics quality at all organisational levels

Ethics Rounds. Viewpoint. Since a few years ago, ethics rounds are conducted in many medical schools and hospitals. Ethics Rounds represent an opportunity to think in a collaborative and...
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